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	Site: Village of Lindenhurst
	Date: 10-11-19
	Service Task Description: Algae Control
	Personnel: DL, AM
	Wind: 10 mph
	Direction: W
	Air Temps: 33 mph
	Sky: Showers
	Total Chemical Amount: 2.5 gallons of SeClear, 10.0 oz of Cygnet Plus
	Signs Posted: N/A
	Restrictions: N/A
	Equipment Used: DO meter, gloves, measuring cups, spray backpack
	Report By: Dakota Lawson
	POND   SIZERow1: Linden30.5 acres
	PRODUCTRow1: -
	AMOUNTRow1: -
	TARGET PLANTRow1: -
	DO MGLRow1: 7.5
	PHRow1: 8
	SECCHI feetRow1: 3
	LEVELRow1: Normal
	POND   SIZERow2: Waterford67.4 acres
	PRODUCTRow2: -
	AMOUNTRow2: -
	TARGET PLANTRow2: -
	DO MGLRow2: 8.6
	PHRow2: 8
	SECCHI feetRow2: 3
	LEVELRow2: Normal - High
	POND   SIZERow3: Springledge3.6 acres
	PRODUCTRow3: -
	AMOUNTRow3: -
	TARGET PLANTRow3: -
	DO MGLRow3: 9.3
	PHRow3: 8
	SECCHI feetRow3: 3
	LEVELRow3: Normal - High
	POND   SIZERow4: Potomac14.83 acres
	PRODUCTRow4: SeClearCygnet Plus
	AMOUNTRow4: 2.5 gal10.0 oz
	TARGET PLANTRow4: Filamentous Algae
	DO MGLRow4: 8.5
	PHRow4: 8
	SECCHI feetRow4: 3
	LEVELRow4: Normal
	POND   SIZERow5: 
	PRODUCTRow5: 
	AMOUNTRow5: 
	TARGET PLANTRow5: 
	DO MGLRow5: 
	PHRow5: 
	SECCHI feetRow5: 
	LEVELRow5: 
	POND   SIZERow6: 
	PRODUCTRow6: 
	AMOUNTRow6: 
	TARGET PLANTRow6: 
	DO MGLRow6: 
	PHRow6: 
	SECCHI feetRow6: 
	LEVELRow6: 
	POND   SIZERow7: 
	PRODUCTRow7: 
	AMOUNTRow7: 
	TARGET PLANTRow7: 
	DO MGLRow7: 
	PHRow7: 
	SECCHI feetRow7: 
	LEVELRow7: 
	POND   SIZERow8: 
	PRODUCTRow8: 
	AMOUNTRow8: 
	TARGET PLANTRow8: 
	DO MGLRow8: 
	PHRow8: 
	SECCHI feetRow8: 
	LEVELRow8: 
	POND   SIZERow9: 
	PRODUCTRow9: 
	AMOUNTRow9: 
	TARGET PLANTRow9: 
	DO MGLRow9: 
	PHRow9: 
	SECCHI feetRow9: 
	LEVELRow9: 
	POND   SIZERow10: 
	PRODUCTRow10: 
	AMOUNTRow10: 
	TARGET PLANTRow10: 
	DO MGLRow10: 
	PHRow10: 
	SECCHI feetRow10: 
	LEVELRow10: 
	POND   SIZERow11: 
	PRODUCTRow11: 
	AMOUNTRow11: 
	TARGET PLANTRow11: 
	DO MGLRow11: 
	PHRow11: 
	SECCHI feetRow11: 
	LEVELRow11: 
	POND   SIZERow12: 
	PRODUCTRow12: 
	AMOUNTRow12: 
	TARGET PLANTRow12: 
	DO MGLRow12: 
	PHRow12: 
	SECCHI feetRow12: 
	LEVELRow12: 
	POND   SIZERow13: 
	PRODUCTRow13: 
	AMOUNTRow13: 
	TARGET PLANTRow13: 
	DO MGLRow13: 
	PHRow13: 
	SECCHI feetRow13: 
	LEVELRow13: 
	POND   SIZERow14: 
	PRODUCTRow14: 
	AMOUNTRow14: 
	TARGET PLANTRow14: 
	DO MGLRow14: 
	PHRow14: 
	SECCHI feetRow14: 
	LEVELRow14: 
	POND   SIZERow15: 
	PRODUCTRow15: 
	AMOUNTRow15: 
	TARGET PLANTRow15: 
	DO MGLRow15: 
	PHRow15: 
	SECCHI feetRow15: 
	LEVELRow15: 
	POND   SIZERow16: 
	PRODUCTRow16: 
	AMOUNTRow16: 
	TARGET PLANTRow16: 
	DO MGLRow16: 
	PHRow16: 
	SECCHI feetRow16: 
	LEVELRow16: 
	Comments: The purpose of today's visit was to monitor and treat for any filamentous algae present in any of the four lakes within the Village of Lindenhurst. Today each lake was in great condition with little to no major algae activity seen in the water. Lake Potomac was the only lake that had any visible algae and received an application of SeClear with Cygnet Plus. Algae on this lake was found primarily between the boat launch and and Grass Lake Road.There also appeared to be some moderate coverage of Wolffia located in the Northern half of Lake Potomac. With temperatures dropping quickly we should expect Wolffia coverage to decrease in the coming weeks.Minor trash removal took place while on site today.
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	Alissa Delgado
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